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1IH1rEODUCTION
There is a greatiiver:;,"J:t1ce of opinions 8,:::1.011[-; ensineers
resardinsthe relc.tive rr:erits of the va,rious surfacin's
ffi8.teris.ls for hi::h-tYP0 pavoments. HOlIOV!;:)!', th,3·lure.1:.ility
of a properly pla~ed GO::lcrete paV8rlicnt is nov; "rTell reeo:>
n1 zed. 8.11,1. it is conceied. that, idth an a:Iec;;.uate sUbsra,d.e
ani pr'oper :losi ::~n, e'Jncrote mal{es a satisfe.c tcry s.nd
econo!'Jical 'hi:~b".!ay surfac:i,n~-: ma.t'3~:··ial. In a;L~itiol1 to its
structural stren-~;th 8,n3. 3.~~re.bility, a concrete pavement has
the s.ivanta~-,es of e. 10'!; tractive res iste.:':::lce, smoothness, a
minimum of noise, freedo!l:' fro'::llust, '~'ool visibili t:f for
ni ::ht J.rivin:;, e.nd COElpar-ativ(-)ly in "xp':msive r;~a.int&nancc
and repairs.
The first piece of 8'.)ncret(~ pa.ve;r;::mt was laid in 1865,
in Iverness, Scotland. This ",C'-e, Em ex:r::eriills-ntal section
about 150 feet Ion;.
The :first all-c:::1.1crete pav::·;~""nt in tho:; United Ste.tes
was laid in Bellefo:.1tai::le , Ohio, in l8S'3. In this early3x-
periment the pave~cnt was laid in blocks about five feet
square, anrJ.. 8.1thou;h t1::e resultin:: numerous joints ~/7er'e
objectional, ani perhaps unnecessary, the pc,vclTIent has
siven satisfactory service and was still belns used in
1942.
Similar experiments followed in other cities with
equally good results, and the use of various types of
concrete pavements for city streets soon beca.me popular.
p8.V1;;H;::")nt:'c!' hi::;l:;_1'.a~rs. l'hie 'W's.s - thelirect r:ssult'Jf the
incr98,se:1 u~.e of automobil"':;:1 ani th0 resu1tin:; I'F.l:,:id. des-
truction of tl:!::l 8xistiTI£ x·cais.
Cne mi;ht 67'::9'9C t that, 1;:-1 tlj 1:.11s- expGri:mce :sain-,:::l from
of use J'~01,
still fin:t sovera,l schools -:;f thou:;ht ~"ertai~11n;; to tbe
::1(38191 of conc:CC)t'9 ps,vements, '-·;itheach sroup firml:r oon-
vinced. the.t 1 ts particule.r method of:iosi:;n is the 'best.
Perhaps this is a hee,l thy coni i ticn, sinc(~ it 18 (Lui te true
that advance is impossi1::le vri thout a s98,:r'ch for constantly
improV'3d iieas. Perhaps the ?;reet88tiiveY'S='mcG of ol~inion
exists resar'iin:3 the spacin:~ of joints.
g,everal tYI;es of joints 8,::ce USt"'),i in rnof.:,t concrete
. pav8J!!!~n ts; how'evGr, they 8,1"'3 all as" '3n tially a plane of
division which iiviies the pavement into a series of in-
divLlual slats. 'Jle,ssificc:.tion ':if the type of joints may
be based upon such thin;s as their direction, ori;in;
structural de8i=n, or intended purpose.
Probably the broai~st classification of joints would be
to divide all of them into twc 3eneral groups; namely,
predetermined joints, which would include all of those
built into the pavement when it is laid, and secondly,
3}Jo·tential joints, ':;hich i,,,ould. bs the joints forE~l3d by
cY'ac;c'i:n:: 2..ft'~r thp, :yaVe::18Clt hc..s been constructed.
~2er91y refer to U:..s- d.1I'9ction of the joint a.li'):1me·C1t as
compo.!'ed ':rith the r.oad\'laY centerline.
stru.cture.lly, there are t,/:o types of joints uS'.:d in
concrete pavements: (a) the tied, or permanently-closed
joint; ani (b) the open or free ty~e of joint. The per-
manently closed joint utilizes tie-steel of some form to
keep the joint from openin:;. Usually, this steel is in t::'e
form of short indiviiual ba.rs extenlin:: across the joint and
BdedTie~Br:'A:~''<l.~,.t:J. ,~. _ ~.~.- • 1"/
, . ,.' ,', .~,( " " ll' .' ~
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bonded to both slabs (designated as lItie-barsll) or in the
forw of distributed reinforcement.
The remaining ;nethod of classification, that of refering
to the joint purpose, gives the expansion joint, cont.raction
joint, and warping joint.
An expansion joint is, as the n~e implies, a joint
which can close without &~y appreciable restraint when the
adjoininG slabs eXlJal1.d. In OrdGl" for this type of joint to
fulfill its intended purpose, the joL~t. must be constructed
as an open joint, with the space between joint faces filled
with a compressible material, or the joint space must be
covered to prevent the infiltration of imcompressible
foreign material •. This joint filler usually consists of a
poured or premolded bitumen, rubber, cork, impregnated fiber
or hulls, or wood. Another type of joint construction is
one where an inverted U illade from a light-Gage metal sheet
is used to keep dirt and foreign material from entering
the joint. Since all of these joints are of the Il open"
type, any shear resisting characteristics must be obtained
by some method of load transfer other than aggregate inter-
locl;;: •
Again, as the nam.e misht imilly, contraction joints are
used to relieve the tensile stresses resulting from a de-
crease in length of the adjoinins slabs. Although con-
traction joints are initially constructed as closed joints,
they must be capable of opening without restraint when ad-
joining slabs ~ontract. A contraction joint may be
5constructed either as a II full II joint or as a "dummytt joint.
The "dU.'lliIlyll joint, I:Jhich is the one most commonly used, is
formed by grooving the pavement surface to a depth of about
one third the thickness of the pavement. This groove then
forms a plane of weakness which will induce future cracking
at that point, and also provided a groove in which to pour
a bitumen compound which will provide a waterproof seal.
The ufull ll joint is usually made by using a metal dividing
strip in the joint at the tiille the pavement is laid. A3ain,
when the pavement is in a contracted condition the joint
must function as an open joint, and so a load transfer de-
vice must be provided.
A warping joint is any type of joint which will re-
lieve the restrained warping or curling of a slab. Since
the only requirement for this is a joint which will permit
a reasonable degree of hinge-like flexibility, any of the
previously mentioned joints may also serve as a warping joint.
The fundamental purpose of any of the joints placed
in a concrete pavement is to limit the dimensions of a
slab in order to control the stress intensities resulting
from anyone or several of the stress inducing conditions.
For a joint to successfully accomplish this intended pur-
pose, it may be necessary for it to perform one or several
of the .following structural functions:
i. Reasonably free flexibility or hinge action.
2. Freedom to open or close without appreciable
restraint when the adjoining slabs contract or
expand.
3. l~ ability to transfer load, or in other words,
may be readily visualized by even the layman. The original,
or installation cost, must include tLe cost of the joint
material and the accompanyins load transfer devices. Then,
the installation of the joint results in at least a tem-
porary interruption of the normal pavement layins ~rocess,
and this along with the labor required for the installation,
will all reflect in an increased pavement cost. Joint
costs do not stop however, when the concrete pavement is
laid, but they are a continuous maintenance expense. For
a joint to satisfactorily perform its design functions,
more or less constant maintenance and attention is neces-
sary. This work usually includes among other things, the
removal of incompressible foreiG~ material which may have
infiltrated into the joint opening, and resealing of the
joint to prevent leakage of surface water to the subgrade.
The use of joints in a concrete pavement will result
in a certain amount of rougm~ess which is not exactly de-
sirable. Even if faulting has not taken place, the sealing
compound which is used on the joint will cause a II bump 11 ,
which perhaps is not noticable to the persons in a vehicle,
but nevertheless will cause an increase in pavement stress
from the resulting impact. Impact also is a great aid in
the undesirable action of pavements known as I1pUJ-npingl~
"Pumping" as the term is used in highway practice re-
fers to the vertical movement of pavement edges at a joint
and the accompanying displacement of the subgrade which
has becom~ mixed and suspended in water that has, in most
caese, leaked throu~~ the pavement joint. Generally
speaking, pumping is not essential to faultin3, but it is
a process that materially contributes to faulting as it
results in a progressive removal of the subgrade material
from under the ends of the slab, and thus makes possible
the advancement of faulting to a pronounced degree.
The problem of faulting is very closely connected with
one of the more direct problems of pavement joints; namely,
the problem of adequate load transfer. Basicly, the thing
which happens when a joint is placed in a pavement is that
two edges are formed in the slab at a place where there
previously were no edges. If no shear resistance (or load
transfer ability) is present, then the pavement has suffered
a loss in load carrying capacity as a result of the joint.
Both actual stress measurements in concrete pavements and
theoretical analysis show that a load applied on an edge of
a slab produces a much greater stress than the same load
when applied at some other point on the interior of the
slab.(l)
(1) H. M. Westergaard, Computation of S:,resses in Concrete
Roads, Proceedings, Fifth Annual Meeting, Highway
Research Board, p.90.
Of course, the best method of load ~ransfer in cracks
is by aggregate interlock. However, this is not practical
for constructed joints for several reasons; first, the joint
faces are smooth and no interlock could thus exist; and
s~cond, even if the joint faces were rough, we have no
9reason to believe that the joint faces will always remain
tightly enoush closed to provide the necessary interlock.
Concrete sills have been used occasionally for load
transfer, but these too have proven more or less unsatis-
factory. The use of sills present a problem in construction
inasmuch as a transverse depression must be cut in the
subgrade so that the sill may be properly placed. This
necessitates a large amoill~t of additional hand labor and
reflects an increase in costs. In addition, the New Jersey
State Highway Department encountered the follovring dif-
ficulties when sills were used as load transfer devices.(2)
(2) Wm. VanBreemen, Current Design of Concrete ?avements
in New Jersey, Proceedinss of the Highway Research
Board, Vol. 28, pp. 77-91, 1948
1. During the winter months frost action or heaving
results in vertical displacement of the slab ends,
many times to an excessive amount. It was also
found that this displacement did not disappear when
the frost left the subgrade, which seems to indi-
cate that solid materials infiltrated between the
sills and pavement while it was in the heaved con-
dition.
2. In many cases under the loads of heavy truck traffic
the sills have apparently been driven do\~ into
the subgrade which meant that they had failed to
prevent excessive faulting. In some instances
faulting to as much as 3/8 inch has occurred after
10
only three years of service.
3. Trouble was also encountered in the form of pave-
ment cracking directly over the edge of the sill.
By far the most common load transfer device in use
today is an arrangement of dowels. These dowels are usually
round bars 3/4 inch or more in diameter and of various
lengths, spaced at an average of 12 inches center to center,
with some provision made to allovl the dowels to slip in the
concrete.
Even though dowels are used more than other types of
load transfer devices, they too are sttll a long way from
being a completely satisfactory device. In addition to
transfering loads, these dowels must permit the opening
and closing of the joint resulting from changes in slab
length. To provide for the free movement of dowels they
are usually lubricated to prevent any bonding to the con-
crete, or they are enclosed in a metal sleeve. In spite of
these precautions, a certain amount of dowel resistance
occurs from one or more of several sources. If binding is
to be prevented, the dowels must all be very carefully
aligned and then kept that way during the placement of the
concrete. Any slight misaligThilent will increase the dowel
resistance. Corrosion of the embedded unbonded portion of
the dowel can also greatly restrain its normal movelnent in
the concrete. This can be easily understood, because the
rust which forms on a corroded bar has several times the
volume of the metal destroyed and this increased volume in
a confined space vlill in effect exert 3.. grip on the dmiel
"rhicn will restro,in its movement.
lU.10ther disadvantaze in the use of dovels is tllc:.t of
evential brec.ka6G. Especially u.ll.der heavy truck traffic,
many apparently vrell desi511ed d01tlels I'Till eventually break
because of the repeated reversals of stress. ~_~other con-
tributinG factor to dowel breakase is asain the old enemy
corrosion. In the past veyy little tho~6ht has been given
to this subject even though dO'l'rels must operate in con-
ditions which are favorable for corrosion. This corrosion
is further promoted if salt-laden water resultins from the
use of de-icing agents is per:nittedto lea~ into the joint.
In New Jersey, dowels, after from 12 to 14 years of service
have been fOill1d to be in all stases of corrosion--the amount
ranging from that which would seem to be unimportant to that
vn1ich has almost totaly destroyed the metal at the joint.
Some of the effects of corrosion may be reduced by using
dowels made from a corrosion resistinG metal such as monel
or stainless steel; but of course, this is done at an in-
crease in the joint cost.
In the face of all of these problems and disadvantages
c011l1ected with the use of joints L~ concrete pavements, it
is not surprising that there has been a trend toward the
elimination of joints, or at least decreasing the number of
joints per mile as much as possible. However, as mentioned
in the discussion which follows, it is extremely doubtful if
joints may be successfully dispensed with entirely; therefore,
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it becomes a problem of desi~~in5 a pavement in which the
use of joints and the accompanying problems are kept at the
minim~m consistent with good design.
The question might be rightly asked, "W11.y has pave-
.ment design become so important?t1 It is true that pave-
illents have been built· in the past which are still carry-
ing vehicles today. However, on the other hand, many of
these same pavements are in use today only as the result of
constant maintenance and repair. Other similar pavements
have been removed and replaced with ones of a more satis-
factory design. In any event, a properly designed pave-
ment is becoming more important for several reasons.
Highway loads today are heavier than at any t~e in the
past, and consequently concrete pavements are being stress-
ed more and more. Not only are the wheel loads greater in
many instances, but the frequency of application of these
heavy loads in increasing with the trend towards freight
transportation by means of trucks. Another reason for
proper pavement design is the increased cost of the im-
proved modern type of road. A structural failure in a
pavement which is placed today represents the loss of an
increased amount of money. It must be realized that the
public pays the entire highway cost, both construction and
maintenance, and that a great amount of money has been and
is being spent for maintenance of pavements that might have
been saved if more attention had been given to proper design.
PAVElvffiNT STRESS ANALYSIS
In considering the external conditions to which a
concrete pavement is subjected there is a tendency to con-
sider only the effect of heavy traffic loads. Although
these traffic loads are import.s.nt, they are by no means
the only source of serious stress in the pavement slab.
In addition to the loads applied from traffic, the con-
crete pavement is exposed to wide variations in temperature,
non-uniform changes in volume of the subgrade, and varia-
tions in moisture content of the concrete itself. All of
these changing conditions tend to deform the slab and thus
induce stresses of varying intensities and occurring at
different times. These stress producing conditions may
then be classified into three groups; (1) vehicular traf-
fic, (2) climatic conditions and volumetric changes, and
(3) subgrade influences.
The strsses produced in a concrete pavement by the
vehicular traffic moving over it are reasonably well un-
stood. As far back as in the early 1920's, several
highway engineers such as Westergaard, Teller, and
Sutherland made a thorough and comprehensive study of the
stresses resulting from traffic loads and from these
studies derived the rather classical equations that we
know today.
Generally speaking, their analysis assumed that the
pavement slab under the action of vehicular loads was
subjected to a series of concentrated forces representing
the wheel loads of the vehicle. Westergaard was able to
prove that if a group of wheel loads is applied on the
surface of a concrete pavement at distances of not less
than three feet between centers, the maXLnllin stress in-
tensity 9roduced will not exceed that caused by the max-
imum vnLeel load acting separately. This discovery was
rather important because even with dual-axle trucks, it is
impracticable to space the v-lheels closer than this limit-
ing distance and thus the 'wheel load stresses may be
analysed as those produced by a single concentrated load.
Then with this knowledge, their analysis recognized
three conditions of loading which are as follows:
(1) Interior loading--when a load is applied on the
interior of the slab surface at any place remote
from all edges.
(2) Edge loading--when a load is applied on an edge
of the slab at any place remote from a corner.
(3) Corner loading--when the load is applied on the
bisector of the corner ~DGle at a point near the
apex of the angle.
It is well to notice in passing that freQuently there
is no relationship whatsoever between the total vehicle
load and the concentration of a wheel load. In an invest-
igation conducted by the State of Maryland, the maximum
wheel load observed was 14,000 pounds, but this was pro-
duced by a single unit truck that has a rated capacity of
15
tp~ee tons. Then, considering these factors, plus the
wheel load distribution on the pave~ent surface and the
relative stiffness of slab to subgrade, Mr. Westersaard
derived his formulas for the maximum stress in the slab
resulting from each of the three conditions of loading.
Theoretical calculations of load stresses llave been
checked by actual stress ~easurements made in both the
labratory and the field with very favorable results.
Although load stresses have a bearlr~ on the jointing
of pavements, those stresses which are not caused by loads,
but rather by volume chanS8s that take place vlithin the
concrete during and after the hardenins period are of
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Typical volume changes that may take .place in a 100
foot length of pavement, based on the assumption that the
pavement is made from normal materials and that it is
resting on a frictionless subgrade, are shown in Fig. 2.
It may be seen from FiS •. 2 that the greatest volume
change in a concrete slab is the result of a temperature
change. Acutally, the temperatures to which a pavement
will be exposed will vary widely in different localities.
Not only will the daily change in temperature vary, but
the seasonal change will also not be constant. The range
between the highest slab temperature in the summer and the
lowest temperature in the winter may in some instances be
as great as 150 degrees. Since it is the maximum and min-
imum temperatures in a given locality which determines the
amount of linear pavement movement, this range in temper-
ature extremes will be important in the spacing of con-
traction joints. However, the important information is
not the actual difference between the maximum and minimum
temperatures, but the difference between either the max-
imun or minimum temperature and the temperature at which
the concrete is laid. Very few pavements are poured when
the temperature is below 50 degrees and usually the aver-
age temperature at the time of pavement construction will
be from 65 to 75 degrees. Therefore, it would seem that,
except for extreme climatic conditions, as assumed max-
imum plus or m~us temperature change of from 60 to 70
degrees wo~d be sufficient to provide for all changes in
Lb
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volume resulting from temperature variations. The change
in lensth for a 100 foot pavement is based on a temperature
change of 60 degrees and a coefficient of expansion for
average concrete taken as 0.0000055.
Other than by a change in volume, temperature is the
source of a second stress known as "warping stress II, "which
is another type of flexure stress. In many instances,
these changes in temperature are not of the same magnitude
throughout the thickness of the slab, or in other words,
the temperature of the bottom of the slab may be entirely
different from the temperature of the top surface. ~fr~en
this condition exists the pavement is said to be subjected
to a lldifferential temperature". This differential tem-
perature is constantly present to some extent in all con-
crete pavements, but since this differential temperature
is influenced primarily by the air temperature and the
sunts rays, it will be constantly changing in magnitude
tD~Oughout the day. The general conditions which will
give the greatest differential temperature are a thick
slab and a sudden change in temperature of the exposed
pavement surface. Since concrete is a poor conductor of
heat, the top surface of the concrete will attain its new
temperature long before the bottom surface will reach this
same temperature. During the daytime the top surface of
the concrete will be heated quicker than the bottom sur-
face; and similarly, at "night when the heating effect of
the sunshine is gone, the top surface will lose heat more
lB
rapidly than the bottom surface. These conditions will
cause a temperature differential at night which will have
an opposite sign from that occurrinG in the d&yt~~e; 2nd
thus, there is a tendency for the differential temperature
to cause a reversal of stress in the slab during every
24 hour period.
The differential temperature, which at times is as
much as 25 degrees in a 9 inch slab, actually tends to
cause the pavement to bend or warp. For example, if the
top surface of the pavement is warmer than the bottom sur-
face, then the fibers in the tup surface will have a tend-
ency to be longer than those on the bottom and the pavement,
if free to curl, would bend upward in the center. In act-
ual practice however, this warping or bending is resisted
by weight of the pavement; thus in our example, tension
would be produced in the bottom of the slab and compression
in the top.
In our present day pavement design the nature, mag-
nitude, and effect of these warping stresses are reason-
ably well understood. Usually these stresses are limited
by the length of the slab between a "vmrping joint II •
Since a warping joint may be any type of joint or crack
which has a small amount of hinge action, and since closed
cracks will frequently occur in a pavement, the warping
stresses will have very little effect on the correct
spacing of contraction joints.
Returning now to the causes of volume change in
lY
concrete, a second factor which will cause a change in
lensth 01' tllG slab is a chanse in the moisture content of
the concrete. The concrete will tend to expand with an
increase in moisture, and. contra.ct vlhen the moisture content
is decreased. This chanGe in moisture cO"-'1tent vlill be
the result of chanses in air hurnidity- , precipitation, and
moisture content of the subgrade. Actually, the moisture
content of concrete will chanGe very slowly, and the corres-
ponding effects on volume will not be as great as those re-
sultLDg from a change in temperature. In most localities
the change in moisture content will be a seasonal change
rather thffi1 a daily chanGe, with the amount of change de-
pending upon the locality. The entire problem of stress
caused by a ch~D5e in moisture content is more or less in-
definite because of the difficulty encolli1tered in satis-
factorily d.eterillining the llifiOunt of moisture which is present
in a concrete pavement at anyone time. However, the
Mirulesota State HiGhway De~art~ent has deterilllned that,
for the conditions existing on their erperimental projects,
the concrete has a maximillil unit linear variation of
0.000118 resulting from a seasonal change in pavement
moisture content, and this is the figure used in computinG
the value found in Fig. 2. This same highway department
has also found that the moisture content generally was
greater and thus caused an increase in slab length during
the cool weather season of the year, and that the slab
length decreased during the hot seasons when the moisture
content was the lowest. Therefore, it may be assumed that
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vQlume changes resulting from changes in moisture and teffi-
perature will tend to balance each other rather than have
an accumulative effect.
Closely connected with the changes in volu~e as a re-
suIt of changes in moisture is the decrease in volume which
occurs when concrete hardens. The concrete will never again
contain as much moisture as it contained at the time of
hardening, and therefore the over-all effect will be a net
shortening from the original pouring length. Tests re-
ported oy several sources indicate that the shrinkage dur-
ins the hardening amounts to an averaGe unit change in
length of at least 0.0001. This is the factor used in the
computations for Fig. 2. Proper curing methods must be
used to keep this factor as small as it is, or else the
resulting rapid loss of water will cause a greater change
in vol~TIe.
A fourth factor which may not be too LTIportant, but
nevertheless, results in a volume change in concrete is the
tendency of plastic deformation (or plastic flow) which
concrete exhibits when subjected to a constant stress.
Generally, the ailount of flow will vary with the length of
time that the stress is maintained, and the intensity of
this stress. The shortening shovm in Fig. 2 is based on a
compressive stress of 700 pounds per square inch applied
for 5 hours a day over a period of 10 days, as computed by
Mr. A. A. Anderson of the Portland Cement Association.(3)
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(3) A. A. lillderson, Expansion Joint :?ractice in Highway
Constr~ction, ProceedinGs A. S. C. E., Vol. 74, p. 1086
Sept. 1948.
Each of the previously mentioned factors causing a
volume change is easy to apply when it is actins alone. In
practice, however, these factors do not act one at a tllne,
and usually any change in pavement volume will be the re-
sult of several of these factors acting at the s~ne time.
As ~ay be seen from Fig. 2, temperature causes the greatest
change in volume, and therefore, in the past this was fre-
quently the only factor considered in the design of pave-
ments, many times giving undesirable results.
If the concrete pavement were unrestrained these
changes in volume would produce no stress in the slab.
Any pavement '~Lich is laid, however, will experience res-
traint to changes in length. This restraint may come in
part from adjoining sections of pavement, but will come
more directly from the subsrade itself. At any time when
forces tend to lengthen or shorten the slab lep~th, the
sUbgrade will apply a system of horizontal forces tending
to resist the slab movement.
In force-displacement tests made by the ?ublic Roads
Administration for the purpose of studying the action of
the subgrade against the pavement, it was found that the
total displacement of the slab may be composed of two parts;
Tirst, an elastic or semi-elastic displacement of the soil
with no slidins of the slab; and second, ~n actual slipping
of the sl~b over the subgrade surf~ce. (4) This first action
(4) L. 'd. Teller and 3:. 'C. Sutherla:n.d, The Structural De-
sign of Concrete Roads, Public Roads, Vol. 16, pp. 169-
197, Nov. 1935.
besins as soon as slab displacer-116nt starts, and \·ihetiler or
not t~e second action takes place will depend upon the ty~e
of soil and the amount of displacement. From this infor-
mation we know that before a concrete psvement can change in
length it must overcome the resistance offered by the p13.stic
action of the soil ~nd by the friction between the slab and
the subsrade.
Now, if one hopes to be able to find the stress caused
by the restraint offered against a change in slab 1811Sth,
it becomes necessary to dete~~ine the magnitude of the
restraint offered by the subgrade. Althou&~ the ef~ect of
plastic action of the soil ,:ms determined over fifteen
years ago, the restraint offered in overcoming this plastic
action of the soil is entirely ne31ected as a separate item
in the present for~ulas for determining slab stresses. As
far as this author has been able to learn, no one has de-
termined the magnitude of this resist8~ce or ~ade a study
of its importance in pavement design. In our present methods
of analysis only the frictional resist~Lce of the sub3rade
is considered in computin6 stresses resulting from
volumetric changes in the concrete. It is felt that the
resistan,ce offered by the plastic action of the subgrade
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mus~ be better understood before an exact analysis of the
nature and effect of subgrade friction can be made.
The 1~~owled3e of subgrade friction is another one of
the wecl{ spots in our present pavement desisn. Past pract-
ice has been to assume that the frictional resistance has
been equal to a coefficient times the weight of the slab.
Then the next step has been to assume that the coefficient
of friction will vary (a true assumption) and that the
usual coefficient ""vi11 be so;newhere between 1 and 2, vlith
an average of 1.5 generally used for design purposes.
~ore recent studies indicate that the proper coefficient
to be used is dependent upon a large variety of conditions.
Among these variables are, of course, the type of soil in
the subgrade, the smoothness of subgrade surf~ce, and
the amount of moisture present to act as a lubricant be-
tween the slab and the subgrade. SOlie other variables
which have been often neglected in the past, but neverthe-
less deserve consideration include the thickness of the
slab, the amount of slab mOV8Jl.ent, and the length of the
slab section. The results of the force-displacement tests
on various sizes of slabs indicate the coefficients of
friction listed in the tabulation which follows. (5) It
(5) R. D. Bradbury, Discussion of Paper by E. F. Kelly,
Application of the Results of Eesearch to The Struct-
ural Design of Concrete Pavements,Proceedings of the
American Concrete Institute, Vol. 35, Sept. 1939.
may be seen from this tabulation that the coefficient of
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friction Qecreases with an increase in slab thickness and
increases with an incre~se in slab length. One should
notice that in this particular experiment where the type
of soil in the subgrade and the subgrade moisture remained
constant the coefficient had a minimum value of less than
TABLE I. COEFFICIENT OF SUBGR4..DLi: FRICTION
THICKNESS FREE LENGTH OF SLAB IN FEET.
OF SLAB 20 30 40 50 60
4 1.31 1.60 1.85 2.07 2.27
5 1.14- 1.4-0 1.62 1.80 1.98
6 1.06 1.30 1.50 1.67 1.83
7 0.97 1.19 1.38 1.53 1.68
8 0.93 1.14 1.32 1.4-7 1.61
9 0.89 1.09 1.26 1.4-0 1.54
one ro1Q a maxim~~ of more than 2.25. Now, if the variables
of tyye of soil and moisture conditions are adde.d, it is
easy to see how involved the determination of the proper
coefficient can become. Although the range of coefficients
may not appear large at the first glance, it is when this
variation is presented in percentage terms that one real-
izes the possible inaccuracy of computed stresses result-
ing from subgrade friction.
One method of eliminatins some of the uncertainities
of subgrade friction would be by the use of a blanket of a
standard, readily obtainable material between the concrete
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and subgrade proper. Tilen, of the correct coefficient
could be determined for this material, the various types
of soils in the subgrade would have no effect on the
sliding resistance and computed stresses should be more
nearly accurate. The New Jersey Highway Department has
already conducted experiments with this thought in mind,
and has found that ordinary sand ill~~es an ideal blanket
material. With sand, which is normally available, the
coefficient has been found to be between the limits of
1.3 and 1.5. This me&~s that the variation is small and
the coefficient is low, which, as later discussion will
point out, is a desirable feature. As a result of these
tests, the current New Jersey specifications pertaining
to pavement subgrades require that a thin layer of sand
be put over the subgrade just before the pavement is laid.
Until such a time as the nature of subgrade friction is
better understood, this would seem like a very good
procedure to be adopted for seneral use in all pavement
desiGn and construction.
The third group of factors that produce stresses in a
concrete pavement are those caused by the subgrade, espec-
ially changes in conditions of sUbgrade support. The sub-
grade is always subject to volumetric changes from one or
more of several causes. The amount of this chan3e will be
dependent upon such factors as the type of soil, the degree
of compaction obtained in placing the subgrade, and the
conditions to which the sUbgrade 1s exposed after the
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roadway is completed and in use. Generally, the subgrade
may chsng8 in volume so as to remove the supporting action
for the slab, or it may increase in volt~e m~d thus exert
an active force on the pavement. This lack of support
for the sl~b may either be in the form of ~ soft, spongy
area, or even an actual cavity under the pavement as a re-
sult of further compaction under traffic or from non-uni-
form settlement. The actual forces acting on the pavement
produced by swellinG of the sub3rade is usually the re-
sult of "frost boils ll , or in rarer instances is caused by
an increase in subgrade moisture and an accompanying in-
crease in volume.
These subgrade volumetric changes will be very erratic
in nature since it will be impossible to even guess their
possible magnitude and their exact location. Since the
'stresses from this source car~ot be determined by any
method of rational analysis they cannot be used directly
in the design of a concrete pavement. However, it must
be recognized that these stress producing conditions may
occur during the life of the pavement, and that fundament-
ally there exists a possibility that these indeterminate
stresses may produce cracking in the pavement at a relat-
ively early age.
Probably the best way of controlling these stresses
is by means of a well designed and carefully placed sub-
graue. By using a well-compacted, stabalized, properly
drained subgrade many of the conditions producing vol-
~~etric changes can be eliminated. Also, as a matter of
economical procedure, it is necessary to design the pave-
illent so as to make these expectant cracks structurally
harmless of they should occur. This may be accomplished
by making provisions to properly control the behavior of
the crack after it has formed, rather than by trying to
actually prevent the crack. More specifically, this can
be accomplished by keeping the crack closed by the use
of bonded reinforcing steel.
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REINFORCING STEEL At.rn CO~'JCRETE PAVEli:1ENTS
Reinforcing steel as it is generally used in concrete
pavements may be classified into t"1,-O different groups: (a)
isolated, or widely separated steel; and (b) closely-spaced,
well-distributed steel in a sheet form. The isolated
reinforcement normally found in pavements consists of such
steel as is used for dowels at joints, longitudinal edse
bars, tie-bars, and corner bars. The use of such
reinforcement, however, does not make what may structurally
be classified as a reinforced pavement. Usually much of
this steel is placed with bond destroyed, and consequently
does not act as true reinforcing steel since it does not
provide any increase in tensile strength to that section
of the slab. Even tie-bars, althOUGh bonded to the con-
crete, will not make a true reinforced pavement since the
reinforcing effect is merely localized in one area and does
not strengthen the entire slab. Thus the pavement which
contains only this type of reinforcement is usually known
as a plain pavement.
The term "reinforced pavement", then, is used only in
refering to the pavement which has a complete system of
bonded steel distributed throughout each section. This
distributed steel may be in the form of a bar mat (ordinary
reinforcing bars placed at proper intervals in both a
longitudinal and transverse direction and then tied to-
gether), an expanded metal mesh, or welded wire fabric.
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At present--time the trend in reinforcinG is to use a
type of welded wire fabric. It, first of all, costs less
in place than tne other types of reirlforce~ent, and closely
related with cost is the ease of handling and placLDo the
wire fabric. Another definite advantage of welded wire
fabric over the other tyyes of reinforcement is that it is
made from cold-dra~~ wire instead of from hot rolled steel.
Tension tests on cold-draw~ wire show that it has no sud-
den elongation, or in other words, that it has no de~inite
yield point at or near its true elastic limit. This means
that a cold-dra~n wire will resist stress ~ractically
throughout its entire strength range Ylithout any excessive
(J
elongation. A hot rolled bar will start to elongate at
from 60% to 65% of its ultimate strength so the value of a
cold-dra~~ reinforcement is apparent. Or working with
actual figures, a cold-dravm wire havir~ an ultimate
strength of 70,000 pounds per square inch will continue to
prevent excessive crack openinGs up to a stress of 60,000
pounds per square inch or more. On the other hand a hot
rolled wire having an ultimate strength of 70,000 pounds
per square inch will cease to prevent a crack from opening
when stressed to around 40,000 pounds per square inch.
Modern amounts of steel reinforcement such as ord-
inarily used in concrete under tension add very little to
the tensile resistance of the section prior to the time
that cracking of the pavement occurs. For that reason, it
is to be expected that the first crack in the pavement will
occur at about the same place and under about the same
stress conditions in both a plain and a reinforced pavement.
Although the reinforcement is not intended to prevent crack-
ing, its function is to hold tiShtly closed any cracks that
may occur in a pavement section of reasonable lenGth. In
this way the distributed reinforce~ent serves as an effect-
ive means of crack control in that any potential cracking
regardless of its cause, will be prevented from developing
to a harmful stage. WDen the reinforced slab is properly
designed, wide open cracks cannot occur. The broken edges
are held in close interlock at all times, thus making all
cracks shear resistant and capable of transfering load.
In this manner a single layer of' rather light weight rein-
forcement will maintain the original load carrying capacity
of the pavement even after cracking, by maintaining
asgregate interlock and making it possible for the two
edges, instead of one, to carry the applied load. The in-
terlock also makes it possible to maintain at all times a
co~~on surface elevation of the adjoining crack edges,
and in this manner keep the effect of impact at a minlllum.
A secondary function of distributed reinforvement is
that, by holding cracks tightly closed, it will help to
prevent the infiltration of dirt, sand, and other incom-
pressible materials. This infiltration of foreign material
is commonly credited with causing high compressive stresses
which sometimes result in pavement "blow-upsll.
The idea or m~{in5 a reinforced concrete pavement is
far from new. The vJell knovm Bates Road tests which were
made in the early twenties included several sections of
pavement that were reinrorced, and as a result of this
early test several conclusions were fO~lled. In general,
the lnore important of these conclusions were as follows:
(1) The tests show that steel reinforcement re-
duced the rate of cracking.
(2) The use of reinforcing steel is economically
justified.
(3) The steel best performed its intended function
when it was in the form of small members,
closely spaced, or in other words, the steel
should be well distributed.
In selecting the amount of steel to be used in anyone
section, it is necessary to consider several factors. The
maximum amount of steel that can be used will prObably be
determined by the cost of the steel that cun be added and
still allow concrete to compete with other ty~es of yave-
ments. There will also be a physical limitation on the
amount of steel that can be used and still not interfere
with the proper placement of the concrete. Also, only a
limited part of the total thicYJless of the slab c~ be
used to contain the steel if it is to have a protective
covering of concrete to prevent corrosion. It must also
be remembered that a certain amount of hinge action is
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necessary at a joint or crack to relieve warping stresses,
and for that reason it is desirable to have all the steel
in one plane. Therefore, the maximum ~~oill~t of steel which
can be used may be limited by these conditions.
The minimlli~ amount of steel which should ever be con-
sidered in designins a reinforced pavement is that which
will produce a definite chanse in the character of the
cracking as compared with a plain or unreinforced pavement.
If a mesh type of reinforcement is used, the amount
will usually be somewhere between 30 to 90 pounds per 100
square feet, with an average value of 65 pounds per 100
s~uare feet being more co~non. If a bar ~at is used, the
weight will usually be higher. When using the bar-mat
type of reinforcing the amount of longitudinal steel used
is from 0.5 to 1.0% of the area of the concrete cross
section.
Since the main function of distributed reinforcement
as used in concrete pavements is merely to resist the hor-
izontal forces developed by subgrade friction, a rigid
location for the reinforcement in the slab is of no str-
uctural importance. Probably, as far as its intended
purpose is concerned, the most logical place to put the
steel would be at the center of slab. However, instal-
lation conditions for the best construction methods make
it undesirable to have the distributed reinforcement at
the exact center of the slab. Past experience has indicated
that the use of ffchairs" to support sheet type of
reinforcement before the concrete is ?oured is highly un-
satisfactory. For this reason, it has become common
practice to specify that the steel shall be placed by what
is knovv'TI. as the "strike-off ll :nethod. This method consists
essentially in pouring the concrete in tvlO separate layers
and levelling or I'striking-off" the first pour at the
required elevation to form a level bed on which the sheets
of reinforcement can be laid in place. However, it is
necessary to mclce this strike-off above the center of
the slab so that the strike-off templace c~n be operated
freely without striking the ends of tie-bars and dowels
which should be placed at the slab center. Thus, the
usual practice is to place the reinforcement somewhere in
the upper half of the slab, but not closer than two or
three inches to the top surface so that adequate pro-
tection will be provided for the steel.
In vievl of the present trend of risinG costs of steel
some engineers are assuming that the use of a distributed
reinforcement is not economically justifiable. However,
the relative economy of plain and reinforced pavements
cannot be fairly computed wholly on the basis of initial
cost, since reinforced pavements have certain desirable
features not obtainable with plain pavements. Usually
the s~~e structural strength can be obtained in the pave-
ment by either increasing the slab thickness, or by de-
creasing the joint apacing so that the probability of
er.ratic cracking between joints will practically be
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eliminated. Even if the cost of reinforcement is based on
first cost alone, its use will usually be justified when
compared with the cost of these structural features which
are required to make a plain pavement of the same structural
strength.
An analysis of the stresses in the cracked edges of a
plain pavement, as computed by Westergaard's formulas, shows
that the wheel load stresses are greater at a crach than
they would be for the interior loading condition which
was present before the crack occurred. The sa~e formulas
show that if the pavement is to safely carry this additional
stress without further cracking, the pavement thickness
must be increased approximately 1.5 inches over what would
be necessary if no cracks were to occur. Since it is im-
possible to determine where cracks will occur, it will be
necessary to add this increased thickness to the entire
pavement. Using this figure, a mile of plain pavement
which is 20 feet wide will require 480 yards of concrete
above that required for a reinforced pavement. Assuming
that this concrete will cost $12.00 per cubic yard in..
place, the additional concrete would represent a cost of
nearly $5800 per mile. Now,' if we use a relatively heavy
reinforcement of 70 pounds per 100 square feet, this steel
must cost more than eight cents per pound before it will
cost more than'the concrete which it is replacing. This
brief example would seem to indicate that the savings in
firs~ cost alone are often enough to pay for the use of
reinforcement.
It may also be said that reinforced pavements cost
less to maintain than plain pavemeDts. The cost of main-
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taining a plain pavement is largely the cost of maintaining
cracks and joints, so this cost will be reduced if the
cracks can be l[ept closed to provide load transfer through
the use of distriubted steel reinforcing. As an example
of maintenance costs, the New Jersey State Hishway
Department has fOQ~d that the annual cost of maintainlllg
a 100 square feet of reinforced pavement was nearly one
third of the cost for maintaining the Sailie area of plain
pavement. (6) In view of this information, and keeping in
(6) R. D. Bradbury, Reinforced Concrete Pavements, Wire
Reinforcement Institute, 1938, p. 154
mind the two prima~- functions of reinforcing in pavements,
the author feels that even though the first cost of rein-
forcement is high it should be used in the design and
construction of a modern concrete pavement.
3.6
Al\iALYSIS OF SLAB LENGTH
As a part of this investigation, a questionnaire re-
garding the present design practice for concrete pavements
was sent to each one of the state hi5hway departments. In
a broad sense, this questionnaire dealt with three struct-
ural details; namely, the transverse expansion joint, the
transverse contraction joint, and distributed reinforce-
ment. More specific questions on the structural details
of joints (both expansion and contraction) dealt with the
use and spacing of joints, the type of joint used, the type
of joint filler used, and the type of load transfer device
used when one was required. The section of the question-
naire referi:n.e; to distributed reinforcement gives specific
information on whether or not a reinforced pavement is used,
and if so, the type and amount of reinforcement that is re-
qUired by current specifications. The results of this in-
vestigation are listed in tables II, III, and IV which
follo\'v.
Although splendid cooperation and interest was shown
by the various engineers who supplied this informaion,
certain essential factors should be kept in mind when the
results of this questionnaire are analysed. Of the forty-
eight states, a direct answer was received from 39. This
means that actually about 81% of the table is based on
direct information. However, since this is a relative good
perc~ntage, and since answers were received from states in
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TABLE IIX STRUCTURAL DBTAILS FOR TRANSVERSE CONTRACTION JOINTS
STATE
JOINT DETAILS LOAD TRANSFER DETAILS
II joint Joint Type o:f joint 18 a device Type of device used
. ,1 .....11,' ianat'!ina used required?
Alabama Yes 20 , Premolded or Y"es 3/4 11 ¢ 'OJT l2:i at
grooved 15" c.c.
Arizona '.Phere lE no reinfo~c~d concrete paVE tp.ents in the state.
Arkansas ~(. Yes 25' to Dum.my E;rooved ITo
50'
California yes 15' Weakened plane no
Colorado Yes 15' Weal::ened .plane yes 3/t1:" ¢ b;sr 24 11 at
12 '1 c. c.
Connecticut :No --- --- --- ---
Delaware Yes 90' D1.WillW l'Jo
~oured joint witl
Flordia Yes 20 I dowels and bit. Yes 3/4" ¢ by 16 11 at
seal 15 11 c.c.
Georgie. Yes 20' Ribbon strip or :NodWIDEv f.l:roove
Idaho Yes 20' Dummy, poured No f1:>.
I:\)
TABLE III: STRUCTURAL DETAILS FOR TRANSVERSE CONTRA eTION JOINl'3
JOINT DE/rAILS LOAD TRANSFER DETAILS
STATE IS joint Joint Type of joint 18 a device Type ot device used
-- -·" ......A~, t 8oaoinP: used required'
Illinois Yes 100' :Metal pla te Yes 1" ¢ by 18 11 at
13J,.!1 C C..L.:~ ••
Indiana Yes 40' Groove, ribbon, Yes 3/4!1 ¢ by 24 Jl at
plate 12 11 c.c.
Iowa I\Jo --- --- --- ---
Kansas, Yes 20' Open cut with No
filler
Kentucky -l~ Yes 50' Eetal plate, Yes 1" ¢ by 24" at
dUl11my 12 lt c.c.
Louisiana Yes 30' Dummy groove Yes patented devices
lIaine Yes 80' DUJ.lJmy Yes 3/4" ¢ by 24" at12" c.c.
Iliary land Yes 40' Dummy groove Yes 3/4 lf ¢ by 12 11 at
15 11 c.c.
l\laSS a chusetts Yes 114'-4 11 Grooved or Yes l i1 ¢ by 24 11 at
Y'"i hhon -1?1I n n
IEichigan Yes 99' Dummy groove Yes 1f! ¢ by 15" at
19.11 ~.n. l+:-CN
TABLE III STRUCTURAL DBTAILS FOR TRANSVERSE CONTRACTION JOINTS
STATB
JOINTDETAIIa LOAD TRANSFER DETAILS
Ia joint Joint Type of joint Is a device Type of device used
:. ",..an! A""-'" i nO' used required'
Minnesota
,~ Yes 15' Ribbon or groove No
. Ivlis s is sippi Yes 31'-41/ Poured or pre- No
molded fiber
Missouri Yes 20' Du:el1lny or weakenec Yes Dowels
..
plane
Montana ..~ Yes 15 l Dwnmy Grooved l\}o
Nebraslca Yes l6'-4 lt Premolded bit. Ho
ribbon
Nevada Concret€ pavementE are not used in his state.
New Hampshir'e Yes 60' Dwnmy yes Dowel and wire
cG.[e as 80m.b1y
Hew Jersey No --- --- --- ---
New I,lexi C 0
~,~
Yes 30' Dummy of n:e tal Yes 3/411 ¢ b,r QLLll a.L_ ;f (.., oJ,. v
- -
n-Il=l +~A 12 11 c. c·~
r~ew York No --- --- --- ---
If
»
TABLE IlL STRUCTURAL DETAILS FOR TRANSVERSE CONTRACTION JOINI!S
STATE
JOINT DETAILS LOAD TRANSFER DETAILS
ra joint Joint Type of joint Ia a devioe Type of device used
. - ; 4_..A, t ISb8.oinR: used required?
Eorth Carolina ~~ Yes 30' Ducnm.y Fo
North Dakote, Yes 15' Hibbon lTo
Ohio yes 40' DUlIllilY Groove yes 1" ¢ by Ib il at12 11 c.c.
Oldahoma Yes 20' Dummy Groove yes III ¢ by 24 11 !J.t15 11 c.c.
"Oregon "4\' Yes 15' Grooved No
pennsylvania ~i" Yes 61'-6" :Zetal :218. te Yes 1 11 ¢ by 18" at .12 11 C • c •
.
Rhode Island No --- --- --- ---
Sou.t11 Carolina ~~ Yes 33
'
-4" Dl.J.:lTlmy Yes o/4!l ¢ 'uy 12,r atl e)ll c • c •",
South Dakota Yes 15' Dummy OptionaJ \";<Ltll engineer
"i,· Yes 30' Grooved or pre- Dowels 1. sed occasionally in'i'ennes see
molded uX'bar construction ~CJ1
TABLE IIXSTRUCTURAL DETAILS FOR TRANSVERSE CONTRACTION JOINTS
JOINT DE/fAILS LOAD TRANSFER DETAILS
STATR Ie joint Joint Type of joint II • device Type or devioe used
. ., 1 ,..~, '! 8Dacin~ used reauired'
'rexas Yes L.15 ' Grooved top &; Y-es Patented devJ.ces
board on bottom
Utah Yes 15' to GroDved t[o
20'
Vermont l\Io --- --- ---
Virginia yes 30' DWrDuy 'Y~es 3/4 11 ¢ by 12 11 at12 11 c. c.
Washington Yes U'>' Grooved ~'~O
We s t 'J'ircinic, yes :.51' Dllnl~,l1';r Yes 1" ¢ by. Hi Ii at1')11{J C • C •
Wisconsin Yes 20' Prei,iolded strip i/o
\~y ol~1.1rl[~ No conc roe to pave:m 'nts have been pla Jed since 19 r>4
-lmeplles wer'e nc t r>eceivec froDl thes 9 states and Infor nation ViC.S 0 IJtained from




Where 18 J),Q't'! mA.t - '.A mAt:.' IIfAldAd w1,...fl\ f'Rh'l"'1 (J.STATE it used! II it '1ft. per2 Is it 'It. per2 Is it Longi tudinal Longitudinalll!led' 100 tt. llaed? 100 ft. used, wire spacing wi re size
Alab8~na tIre Yes \lD.ries Yes Varies Yes IJal'1.e s VDvr.les
area
Arizona No pe ini orced concrece fJavem .nt in t:C'.8 s to. -CE •
~;i-
EntireArkansas rTo --- No --- yes L19 1bs. ~:)E il" 100 sq. ft.
are8.
California At specl a1 --- --- --- --- --- ---
loco. tiOl S on13
Colorado Optional 1filth --- --- --- --- --- ---
engineer
Connecticut Ent:Lre Yes 62 Yes 61 Yes 12" c.c. /fOOO
Area
Delaware Entire No --- No --- Yes 6 ft c.c. /14
Area
F-lordla Sp. loco ~.{es 68 Eo . --- No --- ---
only
Georgia J':one --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Idaho Sf) • lac. Yes Varies Yes Vad.Gs Yes Varies Varies
only It>
"'I
TABLE· IK.• :amUC~murAtta·.OF,'D1STR.$U_' ;1t~j
I. . ,'.," "-.. ..,1. .' " ..: '"
Where 1- 12... ntAt. - A .a --.j. ...1 11.. 't.rI ..,.. wire -. ~ ,Tt '"STATE it used! I. it wt. per2 III it Wt. per2 II 1 tJ Long1 tud1nall Longitudinalusd'l 100 ft. ued? 100 tt. u.ed, wire 8pacl~ wire size
Illinois Entire Yes 80 l-io --- Yes 6" 'c.c. i?OO
area
Indiana .Entire No --- yes Varies Yes 43.4 ro. peT' 100 SCi. ft.
area
Iowa. Sp. loc Yes Varies L';O --- Yes , 12 11 ,0.0. 1ill
. IT ~
,
:Kansas Entire No --- No --- Yos 6 il c. c • ;f~4
e..rea
.~~ Sp. lac 4S lb. 00 sq. ft.J'Centueky l10 --- l~o --- Yes p8r ..l
only
Louisiana Sp. loco yes GS }~o --- Yes Gil c.c. jfOO
only
.},)3.ine Entire Yes 70 No Yes 011 '/ '1--- c. c. i/O and 71'2
ar'sa
Irarvlarid ];ntire Yes 64 Yes Varles Yes Gil e.e. {2
-'. tt
13.1'013.
11.as sachuset ts 31', lac USE of rein' Ol"eel'i'LE nt is not stane ~rcllz\';)d but 0 Dtiona,l
'Ni til thE ens11 K3er.
lLiehigan ' .2ntire Yes. E39 Ye/? Var'j.os Yes f:3Q los per 100 sq. ft.
area ~0:
TABLE m ...AlTRUCTURAL. DETULS.OF DI~TRIBUa;',EDREINFO!tCEJ4ENT'
Where 1, n .... m.·t: - I ... A mAt:A,' Il'tlIllt1arl .t,..e f'. h'7't of ...STATE it used! ~:~1t wt. per Is it 'It. per2 Is 1t Long1 tud1nal Longitud1nal
'11 ~ 100 ft. 2 llaed f 100 ft. used' wire anac1nsz: wi. re s1ze
l\Iinne so ta i.- None --- --- --- --- --- --- ---




Missouri Sp. loc 1",'0 --- yes. 50 yes 6 11 c.c. l/:3
'.-Jontana ~~ Hone --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
... ,), -
Eebraska. . Cities rio --- No ---
y.",,,, OH c.c. ;/3..V"'-'
only
Nevada ConcretE p8.ve! ent is n t USEH in thi.s state
New Ha:mpshire =~~ntire Yes VO :~o --- Yes 6
11 c.c. }5 and /10
are~
l~evv Jersey Entire Yes 76 Eo --- Yes
Gil c • c • /iOO
area
*IJew Mexico Sp. loc :;\:0 --- }\To --- Yes 04 11:1. QOl~ 00 sq. it.
New York' Bntire Yes 63 No --- Yos G;5 lb. per 00 sq. :t't.
area ~(,{)
'lABLE DZ...STRUCTURAL DETUIS .. OF DISTRIBUmED ";~EIl'iFOR.cmmNT
Where 1. n.... mA~ ... '.A mAbrai 11I'4 l.A AA '11I'1,..", f' IIll 'h~ of ...STATE lt used! Is lt wt. per Is lt Wt.per2 Is it Long!tud1nal LongitudinalilllBI1 , 100. ft. 2 u.aed '/ 100 ft. used 1 wire soaelM wi re size
North Ca.rolina. ~} :iJone --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
North· Dakota Sp. lac No stan a:('d s ,e cif'ica ~ ons
Ohio - Entire Yes 52 Yes 54 Yes elf ji~2c.c.
ar>ea :
Oklahoma Sr· loe r'JO. --- ITo --- Yes Gn c. c • /,0 and/3
?~ Bridge U standar desi· :n prac tic eOregon
ends
pennsylvania 1i' Entire Yes 72 lITo Yes 68 lb. 00 sq. ft.--- per ~,
area
Rhode Island Entire yes 46 No --- Yes 6 11 c.c. //3
area
South Carolina ~~ Hone --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
SOl:1.tih Dakota Sp. lac 1;;0 rE inforcern 3nt USE G eXCGDt at bF. (itE) onCi.s




TABLE nz.~STRUCTVRAL. DETAltS ',OF:DISTJY.BU!$RE~~Wlr
Where 1....~~~~L.....~-h~~~~.m.a~~=--""":"":~~lIq.~~L.;~~~




Yes ,. .... r'";,;\,) iTo ·Yes 6f! c.c. ,;'1
utah 3-p. loc Ustd over ctlvertt only
Vermont 3p. locJ Yes 52 rYo ---' Yos Gil c.c. 1._ 308 3 ~~ • 111
Virginia ........ .1- .•r~~l'1 L..L 1"" e
a.rea
l~o yes 141 to'58 I Yes 6" c.c. ;~l4
'.iie, 8h1nc;ton 1'0 l'cin:ilorcedlconcrctelpavern4nt is usEtJ. J.n the st8.Ge.
'lIos t Vircinia




:'0 lTo ~{es () if c. c • {.;1() Cl.flC1 ."le,
'.1y on :Lil(~ Goncl")etd ])8.ve~·t_erlt;s a:celnot l_.~~GCl. ill tJ}JI~~ sec.'lIe,
1---- I " II I I I ~
* ~cp1ics were rot receiv obtainod ~rom





all sections of the country, the results should be
indicative of current highway design practice. In order
to make'the tables complete, supplemental information for
the states which did not answer the questionnaire was ob-
tained from the Portland Cement,Association. Although
the information from this source was based on a survey made
several years ago, it was felt that this data was better
than none at all. Also, since practices and specifications
vary so widely from state to state, some difficulty was
encountered in making a questionnaire which applied ex-
actly as was intended in each state. In many instances, a
direct answer to the questions as sent, would have given
a misleading result. In these instances it was sometimes
necessary to write several paragraphs to explain how
certain design details were handled, and since such answers
do not lend themselves to use in tables ,. the author has
in many cases been forced to analysis and condense this
data into a few words. However, at no time has the author
changed the general idea of the, answer received from the
several highway departments.
Perhaps the most obvious conclusion that may be made
from the results of this survey is the lack of uniformity
in the design of concrete pavements. Four of the states
(Arizona, Nevada, Wyoming, and Washington) very neatly
evade the problem of concrete pavement design by not using
concrete as a paving material. This probably can be
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explained by the availability and lower costs of other
materials in these particular localities.
Especially noticable was the lack of uniformity in
the use and spacing of joints. Twenty-seven of the states
use expansion joints at regularly spaced intervals, and 17
of the states use expansion joints only at special locations
such as at the ends of bridges and other structures. Even
when expansion joints were used at regular intervals, the
distance between joints varied widely from state to state.
The range of expansion joints spacing was from a minimum
of 60 feet to a maximum of 800 feet. All of the states
which use a regular spacing of expansion joints used some
type of a load transfer device with one exception. In
nearly every instance this device took the form of dowels.
Missouri still uses a sill under the joint, and occasionally
some of the patented devices are used in some states.
The same wide variation that was observed in ex-
pansion joints appears in the use and spacing of con-
traction joints. willIe 38 of the states use a contraction
joint, six of the states design their concrete pavements
without the use of any contraction joints whatsoever. Of
these six states which do not use contraction joints, we
find that five do use expansion joints at regular
intervals. Usually these expansion joints are spaced less
than 100 feet apart and thus act as contraction joints to
a certain. extent. The remaining state (Iowa) uses
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contraction joints at special locations, and therefore is
the only state which builds a continuous concrete D.avement .
.
In those states where a contraction joint is used the joint
spacing varies from a minimum of 15 feet (in nine states)
to a ~aximum of 114 feet used by Massachusetts. It is
interesting to notice that the tendency in most states is
to space contraction joints close together. In fact, this
survey indicates that 24 out of the 38 states using con-
traction joints in their concrete pavements use a con-
traction joint spacing of 30 feet or less. As for the type
of contraction joint, 29 of the states used some form of
a dummy joint, indicating a strons preference for this type
of joint. The remainder of the states used a poured or
premoulded joint, or a metal strip joint. Load transfer
devices are not as widely used in contraction joints as in
expansion joints. In 13 of the states using contraction
joints, no load transfer device other than aggregate
interlock was used. In several of the other states the
use of such a device was left up to the decision of the
engineer.
The use of distributed reinforcement is a third str-
uctural detail which varies from state to state. The sur-
vey shows that 20 states use distributed reinforcement in
all of their concrete pavements, and that 18 states use
distributed reinforcement only at special locations or
where certain unfavorable conditions such as a poor
bearing soil is encountered. Six of the states used no
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distributed reinforcement at all in their concrete pave-
~ents. Further investigation shoHs that in the states
which always require a distributed reinforcement, the
average spacin3 of contraction joints is 48.9 feet, while
in the states where plain paver.o.ents are laic.. the average
contraction joint interval is only 22.2 feet. The maximum
joint interval used in a plain pavement is 33 feet, whereas
the joint spacing in reinforced pavements is frequently
more than 80 feet. All of this data should indicate that
the required number of contraction joints may be con-
siderably reduced by the use of a distributed reinforcement.
The survey indicates that ,,[elded wire fabric is by
far the most popular type of reinforcement since its use
is prohibited in only one state. Tb.e bar-mat type of
reinforcement is used in slightly over half of the states
using reinforcement, and expanded metal is used in less
than a third of the states. The amount of steel used
varies from about 30 pounds per 100 square feet to 90
pounds per 100 square feet with an average value of about
65 pounds per 100 square feet. ~~en welded wire fabric is
used, the usual spacing of longitudinal wires is 6 inches
center to center, and their size is between #00 and #6
with #3 being an average size. Since a #3 wire has a
cross-sectional area of 0.2437 square inches it will
furnish slightly over 0.5% of longitudinal steel in an
8 inch pavement when spaced at 6 inches center to center.
The wide variation in structural design details, as
~rought out by this survey, indicates to the author a
serious need for an improved ~~d a more accurate design of
concrete pavements. It is true that climatic conditions,
load cOlluitions, and subgrade support will vary with
different sections of the country. However, it se-ems
hardly possible to justify the radical differences in con-
crete pavement design which occurs when crossing the line
from one state into al'lother. For e xaTIlij Ie , the :Missouri
Higr~iay Department requires that contraction joints be
spaced at intervalS of 20 feet, while the Iowa Hi5hway
Department does not use contraction joints at all. Now,
in takinG one particular concrete pavement which 50es from
Missouri to Iowa, the loads will remain nearly the s~ue,
and within the limits of several hundred feet there will be
no appreciable change in any of the other stress producing
conditions; therefore, since both states should be design-
ing a pavement for the sallie conditions, surely both designs
cannot be structurally and economically correct. If, as
according to the Iowa practice, no contraction joints are
necessary, then Missouri is certainly wasting money by
providing a joint every 20 feet for the same conditions.
On the other hand, if the joint is required that often,
then Iowa's highways are not properly designed and should
fail structurally. These two states mentioned are not
unique in their design differences as every state se8illS to
have its own design practices.
In view of all the previously mentioned problems
GDnnected with use of joints in concrete pavements, several
states have conducted experiments in the use of continuous
reinforced pavements. In this type of pavement the only
joints used are expansion joints placed between the pavement
and structures such as bridges and culverts. The idea of a
continuous pavement is not exactly as new as several
successful continuous reinforced slabs have been used in
the past. Perhaps the most well kno~~ example of a con-
tinuous concrete slab is the can~l lining in the aqueduct
of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California.
This lining is over 60 miles Ions, varies from 6 to 8 inches
in thickness, and contains 0.5 per cent of longitUdinal
steel. However, one should notice that in this particular
example, the temperature of the water in the aqueduct will
remain near~y constant and thus the concrete will not change
in volume because of temperature changes. No appreciable
volumetric changes will result from changes in moisture
content since it too will re~ain about the same from time
to time. Although the engineers advocating the use of a
continuous pavement point to this aqueduct as a successful
example, it is well to notice that a highway pavement is
SUbjected to entirely different conditions.
As mentioned earlier in this article, the use of long-
itudinal steel in a concrete pavement will not prevent the
formation of transverse cracks under the stress conditions
which are 'normally encountered. However, the reinforcement
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which is used will have an important effect upon the dis-
tribution a...'1d extent of cracking which occurs, and it is
this action that some engineers hope to t~~e advantage of
in designing a continuous paVeillel1t.
Briefly, the theory used in the design of contliluoUS
pavement is as follows:--It is generally assumed that when
concrete is contractin3 or decreasing in volume the rein-
forcement will take a low stress until such a time as the
concrete fails in tension, &~d then that all of the stress
at the.t point is taken by the steel. Then, in turn, the
stress in the reinforcement is gradually transferred back
to the concrete by the bond between the steel and the con-
crete. Of course, a fine crack will open slightly, which
means that the reinforcement has stretched at that point
and therefore the bond will probably be broken for a short
distance on each side of the crack. This slight crack
opening is necessary though to relieve the tension. Then,
if the concrete slab continues to decrease in length the
steel will stretch enoush to allow an open crack to form
and eventually break if the reinforcement is inadequate
in area. On the other hand, if the tensile strength
exceeds that of the concrete, it will cause another craCk,
and the stress in the steel will be again relieved by the
slight opening of the second crack in the concrete. Then
in theory, this action will continue until the entire pave-
I
ment, except near the ends, contains frequent narrow cracks.
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a continuous reinforced pavement are the Columbia Pike Ex-
perimental Road, and experiments conductod by the highway
departments of the states of Indiana, New Jersey, and
Illinois.
The earliest of the ex:oeriments in the use of a con-
tinuous reinforced pavement is that of the Columbia Pike in
Arlinston County, Virginia. This pave~ent, v~1ich was one
and three Quarter miles Ions, was built in 1921 and in-
cluded various cross-sectional desisns, slao thiclcDeGSeS,
and reinforcement designs. Ivlost of the sections are 200
feet long, and the amount of. reinforcement used was varied
from light wire fabric to a heavy bar-mat. The most
heavily reinforced section contained 14 tbree-quarter inch
bars, ~u1iformily spaced across the 18 foot width of pavement.
The results 'of the Col~llbia Pike experiment indicate t~at
in a concrete pavement the presence of relatively large
amounts of longitudinal reinforcement will increase the
number of transverse cracks but that these crac~s will De
tiShtly closed if the slab length is not too great, and also,
it shovrs that the presence of 10n5itUdinal reinforcement
increases the distance between open joints. It should be
pointed out however, that a slab length of 200 feet is
relatively short when compared with current continuous
pavements, and even when this limited slab length was used
the General condition of the pavement remained good only in
those sections having the heaVier amounts of reinforcement.
In 1936 the Public Roads Administration and the Indiana
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State Highway Commission decided to investigate more thor-
ouShly the possibilities of increasins the slab length of
concrete pavements through the use of longitudinal steel
reinforcement. Durins the fall of 1938, an experimental
pave2ent \-las constructed on a tr3..::1S continental hir;hway
(U. S. Route 40) west of Indianapolis. This location was
chosen because of the eXisti11G :':e8,vy traffic and uniform
subgrade conditions, and the absence of sharp curves and
steep grades. These test sections had slabs ran3L~g in
lenGth from 50 to 1320 feet and contained from 0.07 to
1.82 percent of longitudinal steel. The results of this
experiment shows that there was practically no cracking
in any of the sections less than 150 feet long, resardless
of the amount of reinforcement. In the long, heavily-rein-
forced sections a large number of fine transverse cracks
have occurred in the central portion. For the sections
containing lighter reinforcement, the number of transverse
cracks that have occurred is related directly with the
length of the section; all of which seems to indicate
that for moderate amounts of reinforcement, the lensth of
slab in which cracking can be controlled is limited.
More recent experiments in the use of continuous pave-
ments are beins conducted by the New Jersey Highway Depart-
ment. The New Jersey experiments, started soon after the
war, consisted of the construction of two lengths of con-
crete pavements, each approximately one mile long. One
section is of 8 inch uniform thickness with 0.90 per cent
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of lonGitudinal r8inforcement, and the other section is of
10 inch uniform thickness reinforced with 0.72 per cent of
lonsitudinal steel. All of the reinforcins used in this
e:-::peri:nent consisted of mats made from cold-dravrn vlire.
Since the expeI'iment vras started so recently, no conclusions
have been reached with respect to the effectiveness of these
test sections.·
Interest in the possibilities of a continuous pavement
spresd rapidly, and in 1947 and 1948 the Illinois Highway
. .
De9artment built an eXyeriillental p~vement on U. S. Route 40
just west of tile c1ty of Vandalia. This pavement is 22 feet
wide and about si miles Ions, and is divided into eight
test sections. Six of these sections are about 3500 feet
long and the remainins tirlO are about 4250 feet. The only
transverse joints in the entire project are the joints
separating the test sections and the construction joints
occurins at the end of each day's rUB, lli1d the reinforcing
steel is continuous throughout each test section. Four of
the test sections are 7 inches thick and the other four
have a Q~iform thicknGss of 8 inches. For this project
four percentages of lon3itudinal steel were used for each
thiclL'1ess of yavement; namely, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1 per
cent. It was believed that this provided a sufficient
range to determine the proper amount of steel necessary to
cause closely spaced transverse cracks and then to keep
the cracks closed under all conditions of weather and
traffic. Since one of the main reasons given for the use
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of a continuo'us l.J P v Pnlpnt l" '"' t' t "t "II I" ".l.. "_~ -___ 0 ca l Wl e lffilna0e pUO)lns,
this paveme:'lt was placed directly over the natural soil with-
out any special subgrade treatment or stabilization of any
kind.
Again, the experimental pavement is not old enough to
draw ffily definite conclusions, but some of the results ob-
tained so far have quite a lot of sisnificance. Electric
resistance wire strain sases were installed on longi-
tudinal bars near the center of the test sections which
contained 0.7 per cent of steel. By means of these gases,
the maximwll stress vnlich has been measured in the rein-
forcing steel \vas 62,000 pounds per square inch. This
stress was measured in the 7 inch sIal) when the slab
temperature was 13 degrees. Since this stress is getting
very near to the yield point of the better reinforcing
steel, the observed stress would be in a critical range
and would indicate that less than 0.7 percent of longi-
tudinal steel is inadequate. All of the test sections
have developed a large number of transverse cracks as
was ~~ticipated, but the frequency of cracks was somewhat
less than expected. An important result however, is the
the cracks in all of the sections except the one containing
1 per cent of steel are somewhat wider than is desirable.
A recent crack survey shows that the crack intervals
range from about 6 to 20 feet. As mentioned preViously,
one of the objects of the experiment was to determine
whether or not a continuous pavement will have transverse
cracks "Thich are so narrOitI that pum:oin'~ will not occur._ b
After only half a year of service, rather serious pumping
was noticed in two of the test sections, and many of the
cracks in other sections were stained with soil, in-
dicatinG that active pumping would probably occur in the
near future. Certainly any evidence of pumping on a relat-
ively new pavement should indicate inade~uate perfo~nance
and a structural failure as far as the pavement is con-
cerned.
If one observes the results of these four experiments
it would seem that the theory of a continuous reinforced
pavement does not work out very well in actual practice.
In the Col~~bla Pike and Indiana experiments the slab
lengths were more or less limited, and even under those
conditions the results were not satisfactory unless an
almost excessive amount of longitudinal steel was used.
In the Illinois experiment several indications of failure
were present after only a short period of use, so it is
e:>..-tremely doubtful if the entire experiment will be as
successful as was originally hoped.
While, in theory, the elimination of joints in a con-
crete pavement would certainly solve the problems coru~ected
with their use, the author feels the solution is not as
simple as that. In developing the theory of continuous
pavements, several factors which will have an important
bearing on the action of the pavement have either been
ignored or not taken into serious consideration.
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First of all, there is some doubt as to the spacing
~nd location of ~otential cracks as described by those ad-
vocatinG the use of continuous pavements. Their entire
design is based on the fact that cracks will occur, and that
these craczs will be evenly spaced and close enough to-
sehter to prevent the cracks from opening to a harmful Ge-
gree. Actual experiments have shovrn that the distance be-
tween cracks is qUite variable, ffild consequently the crack
opening will have to be wider at some places than at
others if the tension is to be relieved. This variation
in crack interval is to be expected because of slight
irregularities in the pavement strength, irregularities
in bond between the steel and concrete, and variations
in subgrade resistance. The crack interval can remain
regular only if these conditions can be controlled and
kept constant at all times. For a continuous pavement
to function as intended in the design, it is necessary
for all of the cracks to be controlled, that is, the
cracks which·form must remain tightly enough closed so
that pumping is prevented and so that shear resistance
by means of aggregate interlock is maintained at all
times. Therefore, if the crack interval call1~ot be con-
trolled, and in turn the crack opening is variable, it
is only reasonable to anticipate that some of the crack
openings will become wider than is desirable.
In analysing the stresses in a continuous pavement
the advocates assume that the concrete will be stressed
6.5
in tension until a crack occurs and at that t~ne the steel
will take all of the stress. The crack will open very
slightly and this slight opening will reduce the stress
in the steel to some extent. The remaining stress in the
steel is then transmitted back to the concrete by the
bond which exists between the two, and when the concrete
is asain stressed to its ultimate strGngth another crack
will occur with this process constantly repeating itself.
However, the fault with this line of thinking is that the
steel will not lose part of its stress by slight elongation
at a crack unless the yield point of the steel is exceeded.
Instead of losing a ~art of the stress, the load will be
carried across the crack and the stress in the steel will
keep accumulating from one crack to another until the
steel finally is stressed to its yield point. Then
excessive elongation or even a rupture of the steel will
occur and an open crack will be formed.
A third fault with a continuous pavement is that
these open cracks, when they do occur, have no provision
made for load transfer. Aggregate interlock is lost when
the crack opens, and the small amount of longitudinal
reinforcing steel which is in the concrete CalLnot begin
to successfully act as dowels for the current high"l'lay
loads. On the other hand, with a properly designed,
jointed pavement, the joints will be so spaced that any
cracks which occur will remain closed. Thus, special
proylsions for load transfer will be necessary at the
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joints only.
If a continuous pavement is not structurally
satisfactory, then the remaining problem is to properly
design a pavement with joints. Since a discussion of the
proper jointing practices in concrete pavements cannot be
linited to contraction joints alone, a discussion of the
use of contraction joints must include a discussion of the
use of expansion joints. The correct spacing of contraction
joints is going to be influenced somewhat by the use and
spacing of expansion joints so it will be necessary to
determine their spacin6 before a stUdy can be made of the
spacin3 of contraction joints.
The principal function of an expansion joint in a
concrete pavement is to re~ieve any excessive compressive
stresses which may occur from an increase in pavement
length. It should be noticed that an expansion joint is
used to relieve only the excessive compression stress,
since it is generally agreed that a limited amount of com-
pressive stress in a concrete pavement results in no harm.
Any compression in a pavement must be canceled by an equal
tension stress' before any tension can exist in the pavement
and therefore, the problem of keeping cracks closed to
provide ag5regate interlock is simplified. Several studies
have shown that stresses up to 50 per cent of the ultimate
streng~ of the concrete may be repeated indefinite~y with-
out causing the concrete to fail because of fatigue. Since
the concrete used in pavements will usually have an ultimate
strength of more than 4,000 pounds per square inch, it
is apparent that a total compressive stress of up to
2,000 pounds per square inch will do no harm at all; in
fact, it will help to maintain the structural continuity
of a concrete pavement.
The question of whether or not the omission of
expansion joints will result in the pavement being in
compression will depend upon several factors, the first of
which is the temperature of the concrete at the time of
construction. In most instances, the pavements will be
constructed durins the warmer seasons of the year, and as
a combined result of hiSh air temperatures and the heat
liberated by the green concrete, the temperature of the
concrete will averase somewhere around 80 degrees in most
cases. Then, since a pavement will exceed its constructed
length only at those times when its temperature exceeds the
construction temperature, it follows that a pavement with
only contraction joints cannot be under compression when-
ever the temperature is cooler than the construction
temperature. This is assuming of course, that the con-
traction joints have had proper maintenance to prevent
the infiltration of foreign material, and that no other
form of restraint will prevent the closure of contraction
joints. The materials that usually infiltrate into joint
spaces are practically incompressible. However, if joints
are kept sealed, infiltraction is a slow process and it
shoul~ be many years before infiltration will cause
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compression in the pavement.
As shovm in Fig. 2, concrete will shrink as it hard-
ens which tends to shorten the slab and thus ~rovide ex-
pansion space. The &~Oilllt of shrinkage will increase
lvith an increase in the arnOUll1t or'"' ce:nent l"n t'~o r t
... 1... " cone e e,
but even so the shrinkase will be s;nall. The ex:cans ion
space provided l'lill howevGr, t8nd to further decre.sse the
development of compressive stresses in the pavement.
As mentioned earlier in this discussion, concrete
SUbjected to a high stress over a prolonged period of
time will undergo a permanent deformation as a result of
plastic flow. Figure 2 again indicates that the magnitUde
of this deformation is also relatively small, but it is
evident that this property of the concrete will contribute
to the expansion space and thus reduce the compression
stress.
If the concrete in a pavGment is placed at all averaGe
1'farm temperature and all the factors sho"ltm in Fig. 2 acted
simultaneously, the slab would be shorter than its original
length so there would be no compressive stress even for the
assumed high temperature of 130 degrees. However, all of
these factors may not be effective at the same time, so vie
will analyse the worst condition, or that change caused by
a high temperature combined with the change resultiu3 from
the initial setting of the concrete. If we asain aSSlli~e
a hiGh temperature of 130 degrees, the 100 foot section of
pavement will have an increase in length of 0.276 inches,
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and if no space is provided for expansion, the restraint
will cause a unit strain of 0.00023. As mentioned
previously, the paving concrete will have an ultimate
strength of 4,000 pounds per square inch or more, and
since the modulus of elasticity for concrete is normally
taken as 1,000 times the ultimate strength, we can adopt
4,000,000 POilllds per square inch as a representative
value of E. The compressive stress resultinr~ from this
restrain would then be equal to 0.00023 x 4,000,000 or
912 pounds per square inch. It is doubtful if the stress
would reach this ma3nitude however, because of the reducing
effect of plastic flow ~~d the loss of moisture at the
assumed high temperature. ill any case, even when load
stresses are added to this stress of 912 pounds per square
inch, the total compressive stress will still be les8 than
half the ultimate compressive strength of the concrete.
This theoretical analysis seems to be well proven
by the results obtained in pavelnents as actually con-
structed. Under normal conditions in Missouri for example,
expansion joints have been found to be not only unnecessary,
but even detrimental in pavements made from limestone
aggregate if contraction joints are used at suitable
intervals' to provide efficient crack control. In Missouri
the use of expansion joints has caused a definite increase
in the number of cracks occuring in a concrete pavement.
The conclusion may then be made that if the pavement
is const~cted during those periods of the year when the
IV
---temperatures are well abovo freezing, if contraction joints
are spaced to prevent the fOFillation of open cracks, ~~d if
the. contraction joints are properly maintained, then no ex-
pansion joints are necessary L~ a concrete pavement. Only in
concrete paV8Jlents built durins cold weather does there seem to
be any reason for using eXlJansion joints, and even then, they
Bay be spaced at long intervals of 500 feet or more. A con-
crete pave~ent built without exp~nsion joints can be expected
to have an increased stl~ctural capacity ~~d to give better
perfo~n~~ce than a pavement ~avin5 frequent expansion joints.
In addition, such a yavement will have better riding Qualities,
will be less expensive to construct, and easier to maintain.
The elimination of the use of expansion joints in a
Goncrete pavement has left only the problem of spacins con-
traction joints so that adequate crack control is obtained.
-In order to effectively determine the correct joint interval
it will be necessary to analyse the process of crack formation
resultins from excessive tensile stresses in a concrete pavement.
All contraction cracks are the direct result of the
effort of the contractins concrete to drag itself over the
subgrade. The action which occurs leading to the formation
"
of a crack may be aIlalysed as follows. Since a rather pro-
nounced contraction occurs when concrete hardens, we can
analyse the contraction which occurs from this source. In
effect, the action of the pavement will be the same no
matter what causes the decrease in the length of the slab.
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If the fresh concrete rested on a completely friction-
less base, the contraction which would take place when the
concrete hardens would cause no cracking. The pavement
would be free to move without any resistance and would
draw itself together and set up into a solid uncracked
slab. However, this perfect condition does not exist
since the subgrade is not a frictionless plane but always
offers a certain amount of frictional resistance to the
movement of pave~ent.
For each condition of te,lliJeraturs and moisture, the
pavGment \:[ill have a certain "normal" lenstLl 1ihich it
would assume if not prevented by Gxternal forces. If t~e
pavement is ~revented from assuminG the normal lep~th
vn~ich it should have for existing conditions, it will be
strained and. thus have an induced stress even thoU[~h its
actual length may not cho.n;:;e. It is this normal lensth
of pave~ent which is chancing, and as the normal length
becomes increasingly less than the actual length, the
stress will keep increasing until it reaches a point
where the tensile strength of the concrete is exceeded
and a crack will form. ~fuile all of this is going on the
concrete may not move at all ffild its acutal lenGth ~ay
remain the s~~e. If any movement does take place tend~~s
to equalize the normal length anQ the actual lensth the
stress in the pavement will be released.
With this idea of a normal length in mind we c~n now
examine the behavior of a drying unreinforced concrete
'{2
92.Vernent tll,7.t 118..8 been poured vlithout joints. As this
pavs~ent d.:.~ys it will start to contract and dravr itself
over tr.:.8 subsrade from each end to",-mrds the center. HOvlever,
it will be prevented from asst~in5 its normal length, which
is constantly srol"lins shorter, by tile frictional resistance
of the subsrude, and it is therefore being subjected to a
tensile stress vrhich is increasins as the ~2.VeJleIlt dries.
Probably the best way to ffilalyse the action of the
concrete slab is to divide t~e slab into imaGinary trans-
verse segments, each of vnlich is contracting within itself
and each tending to draG the adjoinins sezment to'l"lard it.
=.:ove,~lent of each of these imasinary segments o,r sections is
resisted by the force of sub6rade friction at its base.
Tho socond section, pulled on by the third, will also be
held back by tne forces of friction which are acting on
the first section; and in the sa.'Lle manner for the succeedins
sections, each must pull the sections behind it and is
resisted by the combined forces of friction actinG upon
them. Since this llpull ll exerted by any segment 1s the
stress in the concrete at that particular point, it is
apparent that this stress must increase with the distance
from a free end. As preViously mentioned, this stress
will increase illltil the ult~nate strength of the concrete
is reached and then a crack will be formed. As soon as
this crack is formed a new condition is established; the
stress in the concrete is relieved and a new free edge
is formed. The concrete near the new free edge is now more
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able to aSSillne its normal length, and when it does so the
crack will be opened.
The action which has just been discussed is what takes
place when the pave~ent has not been reinforced. When steel
is inserted in the pavement the action will be the same up
to the point of cracking, with the exception that the
strength of the. steel in tension will be added to the
strength of the concrete and thus increases slightly the
distance between the free edge &~d the location of the first
crack in the concrete. The reinforcement assumes its first
important role at the crack however, since it does not
break but remains as a connection between the broken slab
and the remainder of the pavement. It will remain under
stress, thus keeping the broken edges of the pavement in
contact with each other and preventing the concrete in the
broken slab from assuming its normal length. This means
that the crack will remain closed, preventing infiltration
and pumping, and providing load transfer, which, struc-
turally speaking, means that the crack will not be detri-
mental to the pavement.
Since the concrete will remain in a high state of stress
near the first crack it may be assumed that secondary
cracks will occur near the initial crack. As the steel
passes ~rom the broken slab into the remainder of the pave-
ment it will enter with an initial tensile stress. Then,
if the balance of the pavement is considered as a free
boay, this stress becomes an external force which must be
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added to the forces of friction resisting the contraction
of t~G ~av88ent, ~nd thus causes the second crack to occur
in a lesser distance than the first. The stress in the
steel is increased as it passes through successive slabs
until finally the yield point is re~ched and the steel
elonGates or ruptures ana. at this point an open c:cack is
formed.
Wl~enever contraction cr~cks occur in a pave~ent,
whether it be during the curins state or at a later period,
the action of the pavement prior to crackinG is as was just
described. However, the really critical period in the life
of the pavement is at the end of the curing period. Durins
the curing period. the concrete is kept damp al'J.d in an ex-
paJ.~ded condition, but as soon as the curing period is over
t~e pavo~ent will rapidly lose moisture and contraction
will take place. This contraction occurs at a time vnlen
the tensile strength of the concrete is lower thm1 at aJ.1Y
sUbsequent time, and for this reason contraction cracks are
more likely to occur duriub this period than at any other
time. The strength of the concrete at this period is,
therefore, one of the governing factors in any desion which
trys to prevent the formation of contraction cracks. This
fact emphasizes the importance of curing the concrete Ions
enoush so that it can attain a relatively hiGh tensile
strength before it is allowed to shrink and develop tensile
stresses.
Unfortunately, the results of the tensile test for
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concrete are quite v~riable and it is not possible, there-
fore, to arrive at an exact determination of the tensile
strensth of concrete duriYl-S the "green" or 9artially cured
stase. For practical purposes it is assumed that the ten-
sile strensth of concrete will roughly be one tenth of its
com~)l'essive strength. It should be remembered however,
that this is only m~ ap~roximation a~d some variations can
be expected. The usual curlll~ period will senerally last
from about 10 days to two weeks so it will be the strensth
of the concrete at this time ~n~ich will be important. If
the concrete is cured at an average temperature of 70 de3rees
it will Ft the age of 12 days have 70 per cent of its design
strength (based on strength at 28 days.)(7) This means
(7) L. C. Urquhart and C. E. O'Rourke, Desisn of Concrete
Structures, McGraw-Hill, Wew York, 1940, p. 25
then, tilat the tensile strength of the concrete at an aSG of
12 days should be approximately 7 per cent of t1l8 ulti.itiate
full compressive strensth.
From the previous discussion it may be seen that the
use of joints and reinforcement are the methods used to pre-
vent the formation of contraction cracks. If joints are used
by themselves, their effectiveness depends upon t~eir beins
placed slightly closer together than the inter7als at which
the pavement would normally crack. \fllen reinforcement is
used the fine closed cracks which form are not detriment'?,l,
and the purpose of the desiGn will be to prevent the open
cracks that form wIlen the steel is stressed to it yield
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point. Since thes~ joints are Going to be placed so as
to ~jJ:'event the..·steel from being overstressed, it ""Jill be
necessary to discontinue the steel across the joint, or
if it is continued it calIDot be expected to act as dOvlels,
and a supylemental load transfer device must be added.
Now, if it is desired to find the proper spaciilG of
J·o·;n+s so ~-.hR+. cr:::>··c1:::--\ -'~_i-:::" 1:1~_'11 no+u oc"'ur '0 ' e""' L" e.. \J .... 1".11 ........._.L..J. I ......, • I I V 8L,'t,1-v11 l .l.18, it is
necessary to find tl:e total sai'e tsnsile strellGth of the
concrete and the steel at a point halfway between the
joints and thon equate this v3,lue to t~"le total frictional
fqrce actins on that 1)2.rt of the slab bet,,,'leen t~le rnid-
point of the slab and a joint. This condition may be
written in equation forrn as follows:




As =Area of 101l5itudinal steel
B = Width of pavement ll1 feet
C = Coefficient of subgrade friction
Ec = Modulus of elasticity for concrete
Es • Modulus of elasticity for steel




= Contraction joint interval in feet
= Thickness of pavement in inches
=Wei&~t of pavement in pounds per square foot
In this equation the first term represents the total force
of friction on half of the slab, the second term represents
the tensile strength of the concrete, and the third term
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re_presents t1.l.~_'A +~'l~.J..~lp st .~. ~ ~1 ~ l' t- ~
- V~_~ ~ "renSLJn o~ lIDe sueo In ~e concreue
before a crack occurs.
Before this equation can be of any value L~ the deter-
~i~ation of proper joint spacing it will be necessary to
know or 2.88".1.:';le the. area of the steel, the stre:i:1gtl1 of tne
concrete, a.:.~d the coefficient of subsrade friction for tJ."le
particular conditions 8xistin::; HLere the :::JC.:wement is to be
constructed. Since most of these factors are extl"emely
variable, it 1dill be e3 sEmtial t~"l<:;.t t:18 construction con-
ditions be Bade as near as possible to the asswned design
conditions.
To illustrate the use of equation I, let it be
assumed that a 3,000 j;JolLYld concrete is cured for 12 days.
Then at th8 end of this curinG period the tensile strength
would be approxL~ately 200 pounds per square inch, llild if
'3. hisll factor of safety of 8 is used because of the illany
variables involved, especially in curins conditions, the
safe tensile st,ren8th to be used in desicn \Jould 'be 25 pounds
per square inch. Also for a 3,000 pound concret.e the ve.lue
of Es/Ec would be 10.0, 6~d if an 8 inch pavement is used
"W" v1ill be 100 pounds })er squal"'e foot. If tl'"le :pave:nel.1t is
placed on a sand cushion as is reco~nended, a value of 1.5
for l1a" would be quite conservative. The required joint
spacins to satisfy equation I when varyinG amounts of steel
are used, and the other factors are taken as ShO'~L above,
are shown in Table V. It me.y be observed th8.t the use of
a large amount of steel is of very little value in
TABLE V. COHTRA.C'I'IO£J JOINT SPACING
[0
,,\.HOlJI:JT ()F STEEL
#000 vlire at 2 '1 c. c.
A 0 '1'-' . .p.:... S ='.0 ';J sq. In. per J.U.








r 0 1.;.4'3as = ..
PercentaE,e
3 11 c.c.
sq. i~D_. lJel~ ft.
of steel = 0.46
33.48 ft. 165.0 ft.
#000 \vire at 3" c. c •
As = 0.413 sq. in. ~=:er ft.
Fercentage of steel = 0.43
#000 Wire at 4" c.c.
As = 0.31 sq. in. per ft.
PercentaGe of steel - 0.32
#0 \iire at 31\ c. c.
As = 0.295 sq. in. per ft.
Percentage of steel = 0.30
#000 Wire at 61\ C.c.
As = 0.206 sq. in. per ft.
Percentage of steel = 0.21
#00 ~iire at 61\ c.c.
As • 0.172 sq. in. per ft.
Percentae;e of steel • 0.18
#2 \iire at 6 II c. C •
As = 0.108 sq. in. per ft.
Percentage of steel = 0.11
5/8"¢ bar at 41\ c.c.
As = 0.91 sq. in. per ft.
Percentage of steel = 0.95
5/8 II¢ bar at 6 1.1 c. C •
As ~ 0.62 sq. in. per ft.
Percentage of steel = 0.65
1/2"¢ bar at 6" c.c~
As = 0.40 sq. in. per ft.
Percentage of steel = 0.42
3/8"¢ bar at 6" c.c.
As = 0.22 sq. in. per ft.

























;ncr2::'''''l'n;~ t'.J.·-_"e iOl'"Y">.!.c,u s···'''Cl·'Y> ,',C' l' . 'b1~ --- ~ v~, y~ ~~G l~ no crac~ lS permlSSl _0
bet~:Jeen t:!2e t'JfO joints.
Since we are not neces~arily interested in preventing
a closed crack in reinforced concrete pavements, equation I
must be modified to find the joint spacing so that no open
crack will form. To do this it must be assumed that all of
the tensile stress resultins from the force of friction will
be resisted by the steel since t:'lO concrete has already
cracked, a:n.d. tilen the joints must be so sp&.ced tnat the
steel will not be stressed to its yield point. This condition
can be expressed by the followins equation:
-.k.. B C W = As f s • • • • • • • • • • • •
.2 -,
• (II)
in vrhich f s is the allowable stress in the steel in pounds
per square inch, and the other terms are the sa.lle as in
equation I.
The proper contraction joint spacing as determined by
equation II for 'various amounts and types of steel is shovm
in table V. These joint intervals were detennined by using
an assumed value of f s = 28,000 pounds per square inch for
wire fabric as rec6~nended by the Wire Reinforce~ent Instit-
ute, and f s = 20,000 pounds per square inch for hot rolled
rail steel or billet steel as recommended by the Joint Code
of the American Concrete Institute. It is felt that the
higher allowable stress for cold-drawn wire is not lli~-
reasonable in view of the fact that this type of reln-
forcement has a yield point very nearly equal to its
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ultimate strensth; houever, in all of these computations
it is necessary that enoush bond is obt&ined to develop the
full strenGth of tl-:..e s·~eel in "cension. This bond ::lust be
developed by the pro;:er spacinG 2.11d vlelc.ins of transverse
"lires in a \'ii::.:'e f2,bric, or by t~le use of hi;:;h-boncl bars
(A. S. T. M. A305) in a bar-mat reinforce;J.ent. 'I'he otl'ler
values used in finQins t~e proper S?aCll1S of contraction
joints are the same as those used in the ;revious example.
It may be seen from this section of the table that if
fine cracks are allowed to occur, the spacll1S of the joints
may be inc~eased by increasins the ~~ount of reinforce~ent.
Both equations I and II show the importance of kee~ing the
coefficient of subgrade friction as low as possible since
the total frictional force will vary directly with the
coefficient of friction. It is also quite true that the
coefficient of friction is the most uncertain of the
factors used in the calculation of the safe joint spacing
as determined by equation II. If it is not possible to use
a blanl(et of material \"r:'1.ich has 0, knovm coefficient of
friction, a..Y1d in the absence of a..YJ.y more reliableinfor-
illation, it may be possible to determine within a reasonable
limit the coefficient of friction that exists on various
subsrades by observing the intervals at which contraction
cracks form in existing pave~ents on the various soils. If
this is done however, it will be necessa~y to use only
contraction cracks @1d not tllose resultins from other causes.
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Along i'iith the sudden growth in popularity ot the rub-
ber tired atuomobile came a demand for a permanent, hard-
surface type of road.way pavement. One of the materials
Generally available ffild vn1ich save the most satisfactory
results in many instances, was a pavement made from port-
laDd cement concrete. A roadway paved with this material
possessed the desirable characteristics of smootb~ess, good
visibility, Good driving Qualities, resistance to wear, and
relative low cost of maintenance.
Although this type of pavement is popular and possesses
these seeminsly Good properties, a great amollilt of diffi-
CUlty has been experienced in trying to keep the pavement
from. developing cracks and eventually "breaking Upll entirely.
Difficulty is also enco~~tered in the form of blOW-Ups, which
apparently are the result of excessive compression stresses.
Cracks are undesirable because of resultine; )aVeme:lt
rou&~ess, because of the weakened condition of the pavement
resulting from a free edGe, and because of the accomp~Dying
pumping, which causes further disintegration of the pavement.
A portion of the cracks which occur in concrete pavements
are the direct result of chanses in subsrade support, m~d
therefore, such cracks must be prevented by proper subgrade
preparation. Of course, careful compaction is a necessity,
and in many cases, especially where traffic will be Deavy,
it is advantageous to provide a stabilized base on which to
place the pavement. The remainder of the cracks which occur
in concrete pavement slabs are usually caused by chanGes
in the volwne of the concrete. This ch~~ge in volume will
result in either tension or compression in the ~avement, and
stresses resultins therefrom can be controlled through the
proper use of joints. The problem of what type of joint
to use, and how the joints should be arranGed is a so~rce
of wide variation in desibn practice. There are probably
~any reasons for the differences in design which exist
today, but one reason is that a fair ailolliLt of success has
been had with all of the various desisns.
A concrete [,Jave,ue::'-lt differs from m.any other eusineering
projects in that a structural failure does not render it
completely useless. If a crack occurs in a pave.ilent, it
is usually "patched up" and the j?avement is asain servicable.
These cracks will result in constant maintenance and
additional expenses, but they do not mean that the pavement
must be replaced before the highway can be used again, and
for this reason many concrete paveillents which have been
structural failures have Given a more or les8 satlsf~cto~r,
if not economical, performance.
A constructed joint does not constitute a failure of
tIle pavement, but the use of a jointed pavement does not
elLminate all of the problems of design. Each joint is a.
break in the continuity of the pavement, and if not pro-
perly const~cted and carefully maintained is a potential
source of trouble. In view of these facts, there have been
several attempts to design a continuous reinforced pave:::nent
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based on the idea that closely spaced cracks in the pavement
will relieve the tension in the concrete, and that the
tension in the steel will keep the faces of the cracks close
enough together to provide aggregate interlock for adequate
load transfer. The author feels, however, that several
essential factors have either been neglected or overlooked
and that a continuous reinforced pavement is not structurally
satisfactory.
Although c certain ~nolli~t of jointing is necessary,
it is felt that expansion joints may be successf~lly
eliminated from o. cOllcrete paVe;l~e:::lt if the concrete is laid
in reasonably warm weather, if jUdicious contraction joint
spacing is used, and if these contraction joints are main-
tained to prevent the infiltra-tion of non-compressible
material. If the contraction joints do not become filled
while the pavement is in a ~ontracted state, these joints
will provide sufficient space for expansion since it is
doubtrul if the length of the slab will ever be greater
than it was at the time the concrete was poured. A
com9ressive stress in the pavement, not exceeding one half
of the ultilnate strength of the concrete in compression,
is considered beneficial since it 1fill help to keep closed
any cracks which might develop in the pavement.
It is felt that the transverse cracking of a concrete
pavement may be successfully controlled by the use of lonG-
itudinal reinforcing steel and the proper spacing of con-
traction joints. The use of reinforcement is not intended
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to prevent crackinG of the concrete since it adds only a
very little increase in strength to the uncracked pavement.
The reinforcing steel is used to Drovide crack control in
slabs of a reasonable length by keeping the broken edges
in close contact with each other, and thus providing load
transfer. This will also prevent the infiltration of
incompressible materials and plliTIping. As long as a crack
can be kept tightly closed by the use of bonded rein-
forcement it may, structurally speaking, be considered
harmless.
Since longitUdinal reinforcement will keep cracks
closed only "Vlhen the slab has a certain limited length, it
will be necessary to insert joil'lts ill the pavement at proper
intervals. These joints must be so spaced as to keep the
stress in the reinforcement below the yield point of the
steel. (See Table V. p. 78) This required joint spacing may
be found by using equation II in which the tensile strength
of the reinforcement is equated to the total frictional
force resultin; from subgrade restraint on half of the slab.
Half of the slab length is the critical lensth since these
tensile stresses resulting from subsrade friction are a
maximlliTI mid1rlaY betvleen the ends of the slab.
It is acknowledged that the correct determination of
the coefficient of subgrade friction for the Ulllimited
number of different subgrade conditions is the weakest point
in the analysis of the correct spacing of contraction joints
in a reinforced concrete pavement. It is therefore
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recomTliended -that a thin blanxet or cushion of some readily
available material with a coefficient of subgl'ade friction
that may be determined, and vhLich will remain within close
limits, be placed betvleen the subgrade and the paveillent.




L~ view of the previous discussion, the author feels
t~at the following conclusions can be made.
First of all, the use of a continuous reinforced pave-
ment is not a satisfactory solution to the problem of pre-
venting transverse contraction joints in a concrete pave-
ment. The action of the stresses in a continuous pavement
resulting from the forces of subgrade friction have not
been properly ~~alysed in previous desisns, lli1d these mis-
takes or omissions in analysis will result in an eventual
structural failure.
Although a continuous concrete pavement will not be
satisfactory and some joints will be required, expansion
joints are not necessary, and in some instances are even
detrimental in a properly desi5ned pavement. There will
be no excessive compressi~e stresses to be relieved by
expansion joints if the pavement 1s constructed from normal
material during periods of average SllilliTIer temperatures, and
if the pavement is properly maintained after it is placed.
Transverse cracking cannot always be prevented, but it
c~~ be controlled by the use of longitUdinal reinforcinG
steel and the jUdicious spacing of transverse contraction
joints. L~ turn, if crackins can be controlled, then the
resulting cracks will be structurally harmless. By using
a relatively small amount (less than 1%) of longitudinal
steel with enough bond to develop its full allowable working
~{
strenGth in tension, the required contraction joint interval
~ay be incrcssed appreciably. The proper joint spacing
Wllich will prevent the fo~nation of open cracks in a rein-
forced 9avement may be eomputed to a reasonable degree of
accuracy by means of the equations which have been presented.
The problem of determinins the proper coefficient of subgrade
friction can simplified by usins a cushion of s~ld \¥ith a
nearly constant coefficient of subgrade friction between
the pavement and the subgrade.
Reinforcement is most efficient when it is in the
form of relatively small, well distributed members. Since
this type of reinforcement will have a very small load trans-
f0r ability at joints it must be supplemented \1ith additional
dowels or other load transfer devices.
By followins these principles, and by adjusting the
design of the pavelnent for each particul~r resion so as to
best suit local conditions, the traffic conditions expected,
and the availability and cost of materials, an economical
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